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Abstract

Research questions Methodology

This master’s thesis delves into the measurement of similarity between news articles 
within the Norwegian news domain. Four central questions form the basis of the thesis: 
the identification of information cues utilized by readers, the effectiveness of specific 
similarity metrics, the comparison with other domains, and the exploration of differences 
in human similarity ratings between national and local news.

Key findings include that a Sentence-BERT metric, applied to the body text, best 
represented human similarity judgments. Compared to other news domains, the 
Norwegian news domain showed stronger correlations for a majority of the metrics.

A minimal contrast was observed between human ratings for local and national news, with 
local news considered slightly more similar. This disparity between local and national 
levels, however, did not markedly impact how metrics represented human similarity 
judgments. The findings from this thesis may provide valuable insights for enhancing 
news recommendation systems within the news sector.

RQ1: Which specific features do Norwegian users use to evaluate the similarity between news 
articles?
RQ2: To what extent do feature-specific similarity metrics represent human similarity judgments in 
the Norwegian news domain?
RQ3: How do the feature-specific metric representations in the Norwegian news domain compare 
with feature-specific metric representations in other domains?
RQ4.1: Does the strength of human similarity judgments towards Norwegian news media differ 
across local and national outlets?
RQ4.2: To what extent do feature-specific similarity functions represent human judgment across 
local and national Norwegian news media outlets?
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Results

Four datasets were generated from two MediaFutures partners: Amedia and Schibsted. The 
datasets represented all articles published online in 2022 from BA, BT, VG and Nettavisen. 
Within each dataset, similarity was calculated using 25 different Feature-Specific Similarity 
Metrics. 

For the survey, the similarity scores were normalized and combined and pairs were generated 
from the combined similarity scores. These pairs were split into 5 groups based on their 
similarity. 141 participants were recruited through social media, and then asked to rate the 
similarity of 10 news article pairs on a 5-point Likert scale. Each user rated 5 pairs from a local 
publication and 5 pairs from a national publication. From each publication, 1 pair was from each 
of the similarity groups. Finally, each user was asked to report which feature they used to evalute 
the similarity.

Correlations were calculated for each of the 25 Feature-Specific Similarity Ratings against the 
Human Similiarity Judgements. In additon a t-test was performed to evalute differences in 
similarity ratings accross Local and National publications. Finally, the correlations were evaluted 
accross the Local and National news domains using a z-test. 

Spearman correlations of Feature-Specific Similarity 
Metrics vs Human Similarity Judgements:

Reported Cue Usage:

T-test Results:

• Text and Section highest reported cue usage
• Text:SBERT highest correlating Feature-Specific 

Similarity Feature, followed by Section:JACC
• Minor differences in similarity ratings across news 

domains
• Little to no difference in strength of different 

Feature-Specific Similarity Metrics across National 
and Local news domains.


